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ABSTRACT: To estimate the position of device, a novel algorithm is proposed using audio fingerprinting criteria. 
Here by taking audio signals as sample data and using hierarchal tree cluster, audio signals are divided into clusters. 
Then extract the features of clusters using short time energy distribution and find similarities between clusters and 
database signals, based on matched points devices are localized. The proposed hierarchical tree clustering method is 
compared  with state of art criteria like TDOA scheme and prove thet our method yields better results. 
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I.INTRODUCTION 
 
Ad-hoc sensor networks composed of randomly distributed and independent recording devices, such as smart phones, 
wireless microphones, and laptops, have been attracting increased interest due to their flexibility in sensor placement 
[1], [2]. However, the geometrical configuration of an ad-hoc array is generally unknown and may change with time. 
Device localization is a very important task in this context. Although not necessary in blind source separation [3] and 
adaptive beam forming [4], a precise knowledge of the device locations is still required in many applications such as 
fixed beam forming, source localization and tracking [5]. A straightforward approach for device localization is to 
measure the distance among all the device pairs and to apply closed-form estimators to recover their spatial locations 
[6].The inter-device distance can be directly measured using tapes or laser pointers, which is time consuming [10]. The 
inter-device distance can also be computed based on the acoustical transfer delays between two devices, by actively 
communicating calibration sounds between independent devices .Active communication requires a specially designed 
network interface or software, which is not available in many recording devices. Passive device localization instead 
exploits external acoustic events emitted from discrete spatial positions. Two types of information, time of arrival 
(TOA) and time difference of arrival (TDOA), can be estimated from microphone recordings and be used to jointly 
localize sensors and sources. If the source signal is known beforehand (predefined sound), its TOA for each individual 
microphone is obtained through cross-correlation with the given signal. If the source signal is unknown (ambient 
sound), the TDOA for a pair of microphones is estimated through cross-correlation of the two microphone signals. A 
challenge that arises for an ad-hoc array is that its devices are usually not synchronized. As a result, practical TOA 
measurements are biased because they may include an unknown source onset time and an unknown device capture 
time. Similarly, practical TDOA measurements may include an unknown time offset between a pair of recordings 
Self-localization for wireless sensor networks in general is a well-studied topic.  In such networks, sensor nodes 
communicate with neighboring nodes in a peer-to-peer manner to exchange TOA, received signal strength or angle of 
arrival measurements. The nodes are typically equipped with specialized RF sensing hardware for the respective 
modalities. Ad hoc arrays are always asynchronously sampled and hence self-localization systems based on time 
measurements must jointly estimate the respective local time frames w.r.t. a reference channel.  
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II. EXISTING METHOD 
 
A. Audio Landmark and Single-Source TDOA 
Landmark-based audio fingerprinting is generally used for coarsely synchronizing audio recordings. However, the 
extracted landmark features contain some valuable information about the TDOA information of the sound sources. 
Without loss of generality, we consider two microphones I and j. The classical audio landmark fingerprinting converts 
a time domain signal  intoa sparse high-dimensional discrete time landmark feature set  At first, the time-
domain signal  is transformed using the short-time Fourier transform (STFT)  , where is the frequency 
index and is the frame index, which downsamples the time axis via the STFT hop size . Next, local spectral peaks 

are selected from the power spectral amplitude  by comparing it with a threshold surface , 
where  and denotethe frame and frequency indices of the detected local peak,respectively. The threshold is 
initialized by the peaks found inthe first few frames. Then at each frame is updated by a decaying factor and is also 
raised by peaks found in the previous  frame. All the local peak values higher than the threshold are kept in with other 
peaks set to zeros (‘pruning’).The threshold is updated as 
 

(n,k)=  

 
Where G(k) is a Gaussian function and denotes the convolution operator in frequency. The number of local peaks is 
controlled by and the variance,  , of G(k) . The larger β and  σ  the more local peaks will be selected. 
A landmark, y ( , is formed by pairing up twonearby local spectral peaks Bi ( and Bi  To 
reducethe dimension, each landmark is hashed into an integervalue using  

+(  
 In this way, the obtained landmarks associated with the time frame are represented as a time-indexed feature 
set  ,where Un is the total number of landmarks at the frame .The extracted audio landmarks contain 
the TDOA information of the sound sources. Assume only the b-th source is active and the time offset between two 
microphones is zero. Then the STFT of and can be expressed 

 

 
where is the STFT of ,  , and  where  the operator denotes the integer part.By 
landmark matching between the two channels [12], thelandmarks corresponding to the same time-frequency peak 
pairscan be extracted: 

 
and consequently 

 
Where  and denote the extracted audio fingerprints of and , respectively; and  and  
denote two matched local peak pairs in the two channels. The time delay between two channels and the matched 
landmarks are clearly related, where the hop size determines the resolution of the time delay. 
 
As example, in a simulated anechoic environment a sound source (speech) is placed at an end-fire location with respect 
to a pair of (synchronized) microphones which are apart. The audio fingerprint extraction procedure is visualized in Fig. 
3, where the spectrogram of the speech signal, the pruning threshold surface, and the extracted audio landmarks in the 
first channel are depicted in the three subfigures. The audio fingerprint matching results between two channels are 
visualized in Fig. 4, where four examples of matched audio landmarks in a short segment (5.8s-6.0s ) in the two 
channels are depicted. The matched landmarks in the two channels typically occur at the same frequency bins but with 
a temporal offset of 0.0145s,which equals to the acoustic transmission time of  5ms . 
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B.  EXTREME TDOA ESTIMATION METHOD 
 

 
 

Fig:1 The block diagram of the audio-fingerprinting-based on TDOA estimation algorithm. 
 

Based on the analysis above, we propose an audio-fingerprinting based method to estimate the extreme TDOAs from a 
multi-source environment and then utilize the estimated pair-wise distances to compute the device locations in fig.1. 
The signals, ,N-1 are divided into non overlapping segments,   of length. The 
time domain signal is transformed to the audio landmark feature set . In each segment we calculate the 
number ofmatched audio landmarks of and  at different timeshifts : 

 
Where  is the intersection and is the cardinality of a set. The number of matched landmarks  is averaged 
across allthe segments, obtaining 

 
A small number of outliers randomly distributed across different segments may still exist in  due to some 

mismatched landmarks. Averaging over all segments helps to suppressthese outliers. We refer to as the 
matching score between two channels. When only one source exists, e.g. the b-th source, its TDOA can be estimated in 
a similar way as GCC, i.e., 

argmax  

Where  is in the range with a step of 1.When multiple sources exist,  is seen as a histogram 
ofthe TDOAs of these sources. We remove the residual outliers by applying a threshold α to and estimatea set of 
TDOAs  by using 

 
The minimum TDOA and maximum TDOA can beestimated as 

=min ( =max (  
The inter-device distance is calculated using and , as given. In the same way the distance of each pair of 
devices in the ad-hoc array can be estimated. The pair-wise distances are further used to recover the geometrical 
configuration of the array, based on the closed-form estimator. 
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III. PROPOSED MITIGATION SCHEME 
 

 
Fig:2. The block diagram of the proposed method 

 
The proposed block diagram in fig.2 describes the overall process. First the test audio is taken then the Hierarchal Tree 
Clustering is applied to analyze the data. The feature is extracted from the data by using short time energy distribution. 
Then by comparing with the database we get the matched points. By the matched points we find the location of the 
device. 
 
I. Hierarchal Tree Clustering 
Hierarchical clustering is a widely used data analysis tool. The idea is to build a binary tree of the data that successively 
merges similar groups of points. Visualizing this tree provides a useful summary of the data. Each level of the resulting 
tree is a segmentation of the data. The algorithm results in a sequence of groupings. It is up to the user to choose 
a ”natural” clustering from this sequence.  Agglomerative clustering is monotonic. 
The similarity between merged clusters is monotone decreasing with the level of the merge. The agglomerative 
hierarchical clustering algorithms available in this program module build a cluster hierarchy that is commonly 
displayed as a tree diagram called a dendrogram. They begin with each object in a separate cluster. At each step, the 
two clusters that are most similar are joined into a single new cluster. Once fused, objects are never separated. The 
horizontal axis of the dendrogram represents the distance or dissimilarity between clusters. The vertical axis represents 
the objects and clusters. The dendrogram is fairly simple to interpret. Remember that our main interest is in similarity 
and clustering. Each joining (fusion) of two clusters is represented on the graph by the splitting of a horizontal line into 
two horizontal lines. The horizontal position of the split, shown by the short vertical bar, gives the distance 
(dissimilarity) between the two clusters. 
The algorithm used by all eight of the clustering methods is outlined as follows. Let the distance between clusters i and 
j be represented as dij and let cluster i contain ni objects. Let D represent the set of all remaining dij . Suppose there are 
N objects to cluster. 1. Find the smallest element dij remaining in D. 2. Merge clusters i and j into a single new cluster, 
k. 3. Calculate a new set of distances dkm using the following distance formula. 

 
Here m represents any cluster other than k. These new distances replace dim and djm in D. Also let nk = ni + nj.  Note 
that the eight algorithms available represent eight choices for αi ,αj , β, and γ . 4. Repeat steps 1 - 3 until D contains a 
single group made up off all objects. This will require N-1 iterations. We will now give brief comments about each of 
the eight techniques. 
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IV.RESULTS 
 

 
 

FIG.1: Audio signal 1 
 

 
FIG.2: Amplitude Spectrum of the Signal 1 
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FIG.3: Energy Distribution in Audio1 

 
FIG.4: Matched Points in Audio1 

 

 
FIG.4: Audio Signal 2 
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FIG.4:Amplitude spectrum of the  Audio signal 2 

 
FIG.5: Energy Distribution in Audio2 

 

 
FIG.6: Matched Points in Audio2 
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FIG.7: Device Localization 

 
V.CONCLUSION 

 
Device self-localization problem is addressed in an ad-hoc sensor network by exploiting the clusters from multiple 
sound sources to asynchronous devices. In the proposed method for device localization using audio fingerprinting 
criteria, here the audio signals are taken as sample data and using hierarchal tree cluster then divided the audio signal 
into clusters. Then extracted the features of clusters using short time energy distribution function and find similarities 
between clusters and database signals, based on matched points we localized the devices. Using extracted landmark 
features consisting of pairs of spectral peaks of the audio signal for hierarchical tree clustering was found to be more 
robust to noise than the TDOA estimation algorithm. We compared our method with state of art criteria like TDOA 
scheme and  proved that proposed method yields better results.  
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